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Multi-hop Networks
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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel buffer-aided link se-
lection scheme based on network-coding in the multiple hop
relay network. Compared with existing approaches, the proposed
scheme significantly increases the system throughput. This is
achieved by applying data buffers at the relays to decrease the
outage probability and using network-coding to increase the data
rate. The closed-form expressions of both the average throughput
and packet delay are successfully derived. The proposed scheme
has not only significantly higher throughput than both the
traditional and existing buffer-aided max-link scheme, but also
smaller average packet delay than the max-link scheme, making
it an attractive scheme in practice.
Index Terms—Multi-hop relay, link selection, buffer-aided
relay, network coding
I. INTRODUCTION
Relay network has been well investigated as an attractive
scheme in wireless communications [1]. Current research
mainly focuses on the 2-hop relay network that every data
packet takes two hops to transmit from the source to destina-
tion through a relay node [2]–[4]. Relatively less has been
studied for relay networks with more than two hops. The
multi-hop relay network can be seen in many scenarios. A
typical example is the device-to-device (D2D) communications
in the cellular system, where some mobile users may directly
communicate with each other (D2D communications) rather
than through the base station (cellular communications) [5],
[6]. Because the transmission powers for the D2D mobile
users are usually strictly limited to avoid interfering the
base station, multi-hop transmission can be required for D2D
communications [7].
1) Related work: Conventionally the multi-hop links are
consecutively selected for data transmission. Recent research
shows that applying data buffers at the relays significantly im-
proves the transmission performance. Due to the data buffers at
the relays, when a data packet arrives at a node, it may not be
immediately forwarded to the next node. Instead, other links
with better signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) may be selected for
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data transmission. This so called adaptive link selection ( [8],
[9]) is particularly useful in the D2D cellular system, because
the base station often has the knowledge of the channel
state information (CSI) of the D2D links to coordinate the
interference between the cellular and D2D communications.
As a result, the base station can always select the best link
for data transmission, rather than following the conventional
hopping sequence.
Buffer-aided relay has attracted much attention recently.
Beside the aforementioned adaptive link selection, buffer-
aided relays have also been used in applications including
relay selection [10]–[13], cognitive radio networks [14] and
physical layer network security [15]. Of particular interest
is the max-link relay selection scheme due to its excellent
outage performance [10]. In the max-link relay selection,
at any time slot, the link with the strongest channel SNR
among all possible source-to-relay and relay-to-destination
links is always selected for data transmission, leading to the
diversity order of 2N if the buffer size is large enough (where
N is the number of relays). The max-link scheme can be
straightforwardly used in the multi-hop link selection, simply
by selecting the link with the highest SNR among all possible
multi-hop links at any time slot.
Of particularly interest is the average throughput of the
multi-hop relay network which is given by
 = R  (1  Pout); (1)
where Pout is the outage probability of the system and R
is the average data rate (without considering the outage). It
is known that the max-link scheme significantly reduces the
outage probability. However, the max-link scheme still has the
same data rate as the conventional scheme, because in both
schemes only one link is selected for data transmission at any
time slot. On the other hand, since the outage probability tends
to be zero when the SNR goes to infinity, it is clear from (1)
that the average throughput mainly depends on the average
data rate at the high SNR range. This implies that the max-
link selection scheme mainly improves the system throughput
at the low SNR range.
On the other hand, it is well known that the physical layer
network coding can be used to increase the data rate of the
two-way relay network, where two source nodes exchange data
packets through a single relay node [16]–[18]. To be specific,
in the physical layer network coding scheme, the two sources
can transmit packets to, or receive packets from, the relay
node simultaneously. Thus the data rate can reach 1 packet per
2time slot, rather than 1=2 in the conventional approach. This
encourages us to apply the physical layer network coding in
the multi-hop relay selection to increase the data rate. This can
be achieved by simultaneously selecting two or more links for
data transmission. As a result, the throughput of the multi-hop
network at the high SNR range can be improved.
2) Contribution: In this paper, we propose a novel multi-
hop link selection scheme which seamlessly integrates the
max-link selection and physical layer network coding so that
the average throughput is significantly improved at both low
and high SNR ranges. The main contributions of this paper
are listed as follows:
 Proposing a novel buffer-aided network-coding link se-
lection scheme for the multi-hop relay network. The
proposed scheme has significantly higher throughput than
existing buffer-aided max-link scheme.
 Describing a new analysis tool to obtain the average
throughput of the proposed scheme. Both the outage
probability and average data rate are successfully derived
to obtain the average throughput of the proposed scheme.
– First, the outage probability analysis is based on the
Markov chain of the buffer states, which is much
more difficult than those in existing approaches (e.g.
[10]) due to the complicated link selection rules.
Particularly, we describe a trellis diagram to derive
the transition probabilities between buffer states,
based on which the outage probability is obtained.
– Secondly, in the proposed multi-hop scheme, due to
the simultaneous link transmission, the calculation
of the average data rate is far from straightforward.
In this paper, a trellis diagram is described to suc-
cessfully obtain the average data rate. The analysis
not only shows deep insight in understanding the
multi-hop relay network, but also provides guidance
in analyzing similar systems.
 Deriving the closed-form expression of the average packet
delay of the proposed scheme. The average packet delay is
an important issue in buffer-aided schemes. The analysis
shows that the proposed scheme not only has larger
throughput, but also shorter packet delay, than the max-
link scheme, making it an attractive scheme in practice.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II shows the system model of the N -hop relay network;
Section III proposes the buffer-aided network-coding link
selection scheme; Section IV and V analyze the outage
probability and average data rate of the proposed scheme
respectively; Section VI analyzes the average packet delay;
Section VII shows simulation results to verify the proposed
scheme; finally Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. N -HOP RELAY NETWORK
The system model of the N -hop relay network is shown in
Fig. 1, where there are one source node (S), one destination
node (D) and (N 1) number of relay nodes (R1;    ; RN 1).
We assume that there are no direct links between two nodes
separated by two hops or more, and all relays apply the
decode-and-forward (DF) protocol and operate in the half-
duplex mode.
Fig. 1. The system model of the N -hop relay network.
For later use, the hopping links are consecutively named
as link1; link2;    ; linkN respectively, as is shown in Fig.
1. The channel coefficient and gain for linki at time slot
t is denoted as hi(t) and i(t) = jhi(t)j2 respectively. We
assume that all channel links are independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading1, so that the channel gains
i(t) are exponentially distributed with the same average gain
as  = Ejhi(t)j2 for all i = 1;    ; N . We also assume
without losing generality that transmission powers and all
noise variances are normalized to unity.
The most straightforward way to transmit packets through
the N -hop network is to let link1; link2;    ; linkN be
consecutively used for data transmission. This so-called
‘consecutive-hopping’ scheme is used as a baseline to compare
with other schemes in the paper. If the transmission rates at
all nodes are the same as rt, the average data rate of the
consecutive-hopping scheme is given by
R(con hopping) =
1
N
 rt: (2)
In this paper, we assume the channels are quasi-static so that
the coefficients remain unchanged during one hop interval but
independently vary from one hop to another. We also assume
that, when a link becomes outage, the packet will be re-sent by
the transmission node corresponding to the link (rather than the
source node S). For Rayleigh fading channels, the probability
that linki becomes outage is given by
Pout;i = P (Ci < rt) = 1  e  (3)
where = 2rt 1, Ci = log(1+i) which is the instantaneous
capacity for linki. Or the probability that a packet takes k time
slots to successfully pass linki is (Pout;i)k 1(1 Pout;i). Thus
the average number of time slots for a packet passing through
linki is given by
Ti =
1X
k=1
k  (Pout;i)k 1(1  Pout;i)
=
1
1  Pout;i =
1
e 


(4)
Because all channels are i.i.d., the average number of slots for
a packet passing through the overall N -hop network is N 
Ti. Then the average throughput for the consecutive hopping
scheme is obtained as
(con hopping) =
rt
N  Ti =
rt
N
 e  : (5)
Comparing (1), (2) and (5), we can have the outage proba-
1While the analysis in this paper is based on the i.i.d. channel assumption,
it can be generalized to the case that every link has different average channel
gain.
3bility as
P
(con hopping)
out = 1  e 

 : (6)
III. BUFFER-AIDED LINK SELECTION BASED ON
NETWORK-CODING
In this section, we will first apply the buffers at the relays
to reduce the outage probability and use the physical layer
network coding to increase the data rate. We then propose a
novel link selection scheme for the multi-hop relay network by
integrating the buffer-aided and network coding approaches.
A. Decrease the outage probability with buffers at the relays
The max-link relay selection scheme described in [10] can
be straightforwardly applied in the multi-hop link selection.
To be specific, in the buffer-aided link selection, every relay
is equipped with a data buffer of the size L. We assume that
the relay Ri has buffer Qi, where i = 1;    ; N   1. At
any time slot, when a data packet arrives at a relay node,
it is stored in the buffer. At the next time slot, unlike the
traditional scheme, the stored data packet is not necessarily
forwarded to the next node. Instead the link with the highest
SNR among all of the “available” links is selected for data
transmission. A link is considered available if the buffers of
the corresponding transmitting and receiving nodes are not
empty and full respectively. Thus in the max-link scheme, the
link for data transmission is selected as
link = arg max
linki2A
fig ; (7)
where A is the set containing all available links, and recall
that i is the instantaneous channel SNR for linki. Without
losing generality, we assume that the source S always have
data to transmit and the buffer size is in the unit of “packet”.
Because one packet is transmitted at one time slot at fixed
rate, if an “available” link is selected, there must be a packet
available for transmission and the buffer at the receiving node
is ‘large’ enough to store the packet.
In the max-link scheme, because only one link is selected
for data transmission at any time, the average data rate is still
the same as that in the traditional scheme which is given by
R(max link) =
1
N
 rt; (8)
Then the average throughput of the max-link scheme is given
by
(max link) =
1
N


1  P (max link)out

 rt; (9)
where P (max link)out is the outage probability of the max-link
scheme which can be obtained by following similar analysis
as those in [10].
Because P (max link)out < P
(con hopping)
out , the throughput of
the buffer-aided max-link scheme is higher than that of the
traditional scheme. One the other hand, because the max-
link and traditional schemes have the same data rate, and
further noting that P (max link)out ! 0 when SNR! 1, the
two schemes have similar throughput when the SNR is high
enough. This indicates that the buffer-aided link selection
mainly improves the throughput at the low SNR range.
B. Increase the data rate with network coding
We suppose at one time slot, all odd numbered links transmit
data at the same time, and at the next time slot all even
numbered links transmit simultaneously. Thus a relay node
may receive data from both the previous and next nodes.
Without losing generality, at time t, we assume that node
Ri receives data from its previous node a and next node b
simultaneously. Then the received signal at relay Ri at time
slot t is given by
yi(t) = hi(t)  xa + hb;i(t)  xb + ni(t); (10)
where xa and xb are the data packets transmitted from nodes
a and b respectively, hb;i(t) is the channel coefficient for the
b! Ri link, and ni(t) is the noise at node Ri.
It is clear from (10) that hb;i(t)  xb forms the inter-relay
interference. Because xb is transmitted from Ri to node b pre-
viously, it can be stored at Ri. With the principle of physical
layer network coding ( [18]), the inter-relay interference can
be completely removed from (10), so that the received signal
at Ri becomes
yi(t) = hi(t)  xa + ni(t): (11)
Therefore, with the physical layer network coding, all odd
(or even) numbered links can be used for data transmission
simultaneously without causing any inter-relay interference.
As an example, the network coding based transmission scheme
for the 4-hop relay network is shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. Network-coding based 4-hop relay transmission.
As is illustrated in Fig. 2, on average it only takes two hops
to transmit one data packet from S to D, no matter how many
hops there are in the relay network. Thus the data rate for the
network-coding based scheme is given by
R(net coding) =
1
2
 rt: (12)
On the other hand, when the odd-numbered links are used
for data transmission, the outage occurs when min
i2odd
fCig < rt.
Similar to (4), the average number of time slots for a packet
passing through odd-numbered links can be obtained as
Todd =
1
1  Pout;odd ; (13)
where Pout;odd = P

min
i2odd
fCig < rt

=

1  e No

,
No = dN=2e which is the number of odd-numbered links
and d:e rounds up the embraced value to the nearest integer.
4Similarly, the average number of time slots for a packet
passing through even-numbered links can be obtained as
Teven =
1
1  Pout;even ; (14)
where Pout;even = P

min
i2even
fCig < rt

=

1  e Ne

,
Ne = bN=2c which is the number of odd-numbered links and
b:c rounds down the embraced value to the nearest integer.
Thus the average throughput of the network-coding based
scheme can be obtained as
(net coding) =
rt
Todd + Teven
= rt  (1  Pout;odd)(1  Pout;even)
(1  Pout;odd) + (1  Pout;even)
= rt  e
 No e 
Ne

e 
No
 + e 
Ne

(15)
Comparing (1), (12) and (15), we can have the outage
probability for the network-coding based scheme as
P
(net coding)
out =
e 
No
 + e 
Ne
   2e No e Ne
e 
No
 + e 
Ne

:
(16)
From (16), and noting that either No = Ne or No = Ne + 1,
P
(net coding)
out is bounded as
1  e Ne  P (net coding)out  1  e 
No
 (17)
Comparing (6) and (17) clearly shows that both upper and
lower bounds of P (net coding)out are larger than P
(con hopping)
out
so that
P
(net coding)
out  P (con hopping)out (18)
Therefore, while the network-coding scheme has higher
data rate than the consecutive-hopping scheme, its outage
performance is however worse than the latter. To be more
specific, because the outage probability Pout ! 0 when the
SNR ! 1, the average throughput is mainly determined by
the data rate when the SNR is large enough. Thus at the high
SNR range, the average throughput of the N -hop network
with the network-coding scheme is always about rt=2. On
the other hand, when the SNR !  1, the outage probability
Pout ! 1 so that the throughput is more determined by the
outage probability than by the data rate. This implies that,
when the SNR is very small, the network-coding based scheme
has lower throughput than the traditional scheme. Therefore,
the network-coding scheme improves the throughput at the
high SNR range.
C. Buffer-aided network-coding link selection
In order to increase the average throughput over all SNR
ranges, we propose a novel link selection scheme by integrat-
ing the buffer-aided max-link and network-coding approaches.
This is achieved by adding simultaneous link transmission in
the buffer-aided link selection rules.
Generalizing from the network-coding scheme, we under-
stand that any links separated by two hops or more can be
simultaneously selected for data transmission. We denote Ns
as the number of simultaneously transmitting links at one time
slot. For the N -hop relay network, we have
1  Ns  dN=2e (19)
For any Ns, there exist D(Ns) possible link selections, which
is represented by the selection vector as
link(Ns) = [link(Ns)(1);    ; link(Ns)(D(Ns))]; (20)
where link(Ns)(i) is the ith link selection for Ns simultaneous
link transmission. For later use, we denote linki1++in as the
simultaneous transmission of linki1 ;    ; linkin .
For example, in the 4-hop relay network, we have 1  Ns 
2, and
link(Ns=1) = [link1; link2; link3; link4]
link(Ns=2) = [link1+3; link1+4; link2+4]
(21)
The principle of the proposed scheme is to let as many
links for simultaneous transmission as possible. To be specific,
at time slot t, the link(s) for transmission is/are selected
following the rules below:
Step 1: First, let Ns = dN=2e, and find the selection vector
link(Ns), or list all possible link selections for Ns
simultaneous link transmissions.
 If none of the link selections in link(Ns) is
available, then go to Step 2.
 Otherwise, use the max-min to choose the best
Ns simultaneous link transmission among all
available links in link(Ns), as
link
(Ns)
b = arg max
link(Ns)(i)2A

min
linki2link(Ns)(i)
fig

;
(22)
where A is the set containing all available links.
 Check whether the link selection link(Ns)b is in
outage or not.
– If link(Ns)b is in outage, then no Ns simulta-
neous link transmission is possible at time t
and go to Step 2.
– Otherwise select link(Ns)b for data transmis-
sion at time t.
Step 2: Let Ns  (Ns 1) and repeat Step 1 until Ns = 1.
In order to better understand the proposed link selection
rule, we consider the 4-hop relay network as an example. We
suppose at time slot t, all links are available except link3.
Then the selection vectors for available links are obtained by
removing all selections containing link3 in (21), so that we
have
link(Ns=1) = [link1; link2; link4]
link(Ns=2) = [link1+4; link2+4]
(23)
Then the links are selected as following.
Step 1: Let Ns = 2, and find the best selection of 2
simultaneous link transmission as
link
(Ns=2)
b = argmax fminf1; 4g; minf2; 4gg
(24)
5We assume that solution from (24) is link(Ns=2)b =
link1+4. Then we check whether minfC1; C4g < rt
or not
 If ‘no’, link1+4 is not in outage and is selected
for data transmission at time slot t.
 Otherwise, go to Step 2.
Step 2: Let Ns = 1, and find the best selection of single
link transmission as
link
(Ns=1)
b = argmax f1; 2; 4g (25)
We assume that solution from (25) is link(Ns=1)b =
link2. Then we check whether minfC2g < rt or not
 If ‘no’, then choose link2 for data transmission.
 Otherwise, outage occurs.
The proposed buffer-aided network-coding scheme takes
advantages of both the network-coding and max-link schemes.
On the one hand, because higher link selection priority is
given to simultaneous transmission, the average data rate is
higher than that of the traditional scheme. Particularly, when
SNR!1, we have Pout ! 0 so that the average throughput
of the proposed scheme is rt=2, which is the same as that
for the network-coding scheme. On the other hand, in the
proposed scheme, the outage occurs only if all available
links are in outage. This is similar to the max-link scheme.
Therefore, the outage performance of the proposed and max-
link scheme are similar.
From (1), the average throughput of the proposed scheme
is given by
(buer code) = R(buer code)  (1  P (buer code)out ); (26)
where P (buer code)out and R
(buer code) are the outage proba-
bility and average data rate of the proposed scheme, which are
given by (40) and (51) obtained in the following two sections
respectively.
IV. OUTAGE PROBABILITY
At any time, the numbers of data packets in the relay buffers
form a “state”. Because each buffer has size L, there are (L+
1)N 1 states in total, where the i-th state vector is defined as
si = [	i(Q1);	i(Q2); :::;	i(QN 1)]; i = 1; :::; (L+1)N 1;
(27)
where 0  	i(Qk)  L for all k = 1; :::; N   1 which is
the buffer length (or the number of data packets in the buffer)
of Qk at state si. At every time, depending on which link(s)
is/are selected for transmission, the state may move to several
possible states at the next time, forming a Markov chain.
Considering all possible states, the outage probability of the
buffer-aided network-coding scheme can be obtained as
P
(buer code)
out =
(L+1)N 1X
i=1
i  psiout; (28)
where i and psiout are the stationary probability and outage
probability for state si respectively.
In the following two subsections, we derive psiout and i
respectively.
A. psiout: outage probability for state si
According to the link selection rules of the proposed buffer-
aided network-coding scheme, at state si, outage occurs only
if all available links are in outage. Recalling that a link is
available when the buffers of the corresponding transmission
and receiving nodes are not empty and full respectively, we
define the available-link vector for the state si in the N -hop
network as
ai = [ai(1); ai(2); :::; ai(N))] (29)
where ai(n) can only be ‘1’ or ‘0’, indicating that the
corresponding linkn is available or not available at state si
respectively. For instance, in the 4-hop example in Section
III-C where the buffers are at the state that all links except
link3 are available, we have ai = [1 1 0 1].
Because all channels are i.i.d., the outage probability for
state si is given by
psiout = (P (Ci < rt))
jaij+ ; (30)
where P (Ci < rt) is the probability that a single link becomes
outage, and jaij+ is the total number of available links at state
si which is the number of ‘1’-s in ai.
Because Ci = log(1 + i) and the SNR i is exponentially
distributed, we have
P (Ci < rt) = F() =

1  e 

; (31)
where F(:) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
i and  = 2rt   1. Substituting (31) into (30) gives
psiout = F
jaij+
 =

1  e 
jaij+
; (32)
where  is ignored in F() without causing any confusion.
B. i: the stationary probability of state si
In order to obtain the stationary probability i for every
state, first we need to calculate the state transition matrix A
which is an (L+1)N 1 by (L+1)N 1 matrix, where the entry
Aj;i = P (Xt+1 = sj jXt = si) is the transition probability
that the state moves from si at time t to sj at time (t+ 1).
We suppose that the buffer state is si at time slot t. If the
outage occurs, the buffer state remains at si at the time slot
(t + 1). Otherwise, si may move to several possible states
at (t + 1), which are denoted as sj1 ;    ; sjQi respectively.
The state transition from si to sjq (jq 2 fj1;    ; jQig) is the
result of one particular link selection which is represented by
the selection vector defined as
sel
(jq)
i = [sel
(jq)
i (1);    ; sel(jq)i (N)]; (33)
where sel(jq)i (n) can only take values of 1 or 0, indicating
the corresponding linkn is selected or not respectively. For
example, in the 4-hop network, seli = [1 0 0 1] represents the
link selection of link1+4. With these observations, we have
Aj;i =
8><>:
psiout; j = i
P

sel
(j)
i

; j 2 fj1;    ; jQig
0; otherwise
(34)
6where P

sel
(j)
i

is the probability to choose the link selection
sel
(j)
i at state si. While p
si
out is given by (32), below we
calculate P

sel
(j)
i

.
According to the proposed link selection rules, the link
selection at state si depends on the outage events at ev-
ery available links, where the priority is given to as many
simultaneously link transmission as possible. Only when a
link is both available and not in outage, may it be used for
data transmission. We define the good-link vector to indicate
whether the links are ‘good’ or not for data transmission at
state si as
gi = [gi(1); gi(2); :::; gi(N))] (35)
where gi(n) can only take values of ‘1’, ‘ 1’ or ‘0’, gi(n) = 1
indicates that the corresponding linkn is not only available
but also not in outage, gi(n) =  1 indicates that linkn is
available but in outage, and gi(n) = 0 indicates that linkn is
not available.
Comparing (29) and (35) shows that, for every state si, it
corresponds to one available-link vector ai, which again cor-
responds a set of good-link vectors including all possible link
outages of the available links. Because the state si has jaij+
available links, there are Gi =
 jaij+
1

+   +   jaij+jaij+ 1 good-
link vectors for si, denoting as g
(1)
i ;    ;g(Gi)i respectively,
where
 jaij+
n

is the (combination) probability that n links
become outage among all jaij+ available links. The probability
of the k-th good-link vector is obtained as
P

g
(k)
i

= F
jg(k)i j+
  F jg
(k)
i j  ; k = 1;    ; Gi (36)
where jg(k)i j+ and jg(k)i j  give the number of ‘1’-s and ‘ 1’-s
in g(k)i respectively, and F = 1 F which is the probability
that a single link is not in outage.
From the proposed link selection rules, for every good-
link vector, it may lead to several possible link selections,
depending on the channel gains at the current time slot. On
the other hand, one link selection may also correspond to
several good-link vectors. As a result, we can form a 2 stage
trellis-like diagram for the state si, as is illustrated in Fig. 4
for the 4-hop network. At the first stage, there are Gi nodes,
where each node corresponds to one good-link vector gi. At
the second stage, there are Qi nodes, each corresponding to
one link selection vector seli.
We assume that the k-th node at stage 1, g(k)i , leads
to Nk nodes at stage 2, denoting as sel
(n1)
i ;    ; sel
(nNk )
i
respectively. Because the channels are i.i.d., the probabilities
for the pathes from node g(n)i to any of these Nk nodes at
stage 2 are the same, or we have
P

g
(k)
i ! sel(j)i

=
(
P

g
(k)
i

 1
Nk
; j 2 fn1;    ; nNkg
0; otherwise
(37)
Then further from (34), the transition probability from si to
sj is the summation of the probabilities of all pathes that ends
at the node sel(j)i , which is given by
Aj;i = P

sel
(j)
i

=
GiX
k=1
P

g
(k)
i ! sel(j)i

; j 2 fj1;    ; jQig
(38)
Substituting (38) into (34), and applying it on all states, we
can obtain the state transition matrix A.
Because the transition matrix A is column stochastic, irre-
ducible and aperiodic2, the stationary state probability vector
is obtained as (see [20] and [21])
 = (A  I+ B) 1b; (39)
where  = [1;    ; (L+1)N 1 ]T, b = [1;    ;1]T, I is the
identity matrix and Bn;l is an n l all one matrix.
Finally, substituting (32) and (39) into (28) gives the outage
probability of the overall system as
P
(buer code)
out =
(L+1)N 1X
i=1
i  psiout = diag(A)  
= diag(A)  (A  I+ B) 1b;
(40)
where diag(A) is the vector consisting of all diagonal elements
of A.
1) Illustration - the 4-hop relay network: In order to better
understand the above analysis, we give an example of the 4-
hop relay network with buffer size of L = 4. As an illustration,
we consider the state transition for the state si = [2 0 2], or
the buffer lengthes at nodes R1, R2 and R3 are 2, 0 and 2
respectively. This is actually the same example in Section III-C
where the selection rules are explained. As is shown in Fig. 3,
there are 5 possible states that si can move to at time (t+1),
denoting as sj1 ;    ; sj5 respectively, and each sjq corresponds
to one link selection.
Fig. 3. State transition diagram for the state si = [2 0 2] in the 4-hop
relay network with buffer size of L = 4.
At state si = [2 0 2], all links except link3 are available,
so that the available-link vector is given by
ai = [1 1 0 1] (41)
The trellis diagram for the transition probability of state si is
shown in Fig. 4, where there are 7 nodes (good-link vectors)
at stage 1, and 5 nodes (link selection vectors) at stage 2. The
probabilities for every link selection can be obtained from Fig.
2Column stochastic means all entries in any column sum up to one,
irreducible means that is is possible to move from any state to any state,
and aperiodic means that it is possible to return to the same state at any steps
[19], [20]
74. For example, for link2+4 which is highlighted in red, we
have
Aj1;i = P (si ! sj1) = P (sel(j1)i )
= P

g
(1)
i = [1 1 0 1]

 1
2
+ P

g
(4)
i = [ 1 1 0 1]

 1
=
1
2
F 3 + F
F 2
(42)
Fig. 4. Trellis diagram for the transition probability for the state
si = [2 0 2] in the 4-hop relay network.
V. AVERAGE DATA RATE
In this section, we first introduce the concept of “effective”
hops and then use a trellis diagram to obtain the average data
rate.
A. Effective hops
In the proposed N -hop link selection scheme, although ev-
ery data packet needs to go through the N hops consecutively
to reach the destination, at some time slots, several packets
may be simultaneously transmitted at different links. Thus by
average, it takes fewer than N time slots to deliver one packet
to the destination, or the number of ‘effective’ hops to transmit
one packet is fewer than N . To be specific, at one time slot, if
several packets are transmitted simultaneously, this time slot
is only counted as one effective hop for one of the packets.
In order to better understand the influence of the simul-
taneous transmission on the effective hop number, we look
at the example of the 4-hop network as is shown in Fig.
2. Specifically, for data packet x(2), we have the following
observations:
 At time slot t = 1, data packets x(2) and x(1) are simul-
taneously transmitted at link1 and link3 respectively. We
assume that the time slot is counted as one effective hop
only for the packet at the link with the lowest number.
At t = 1, the lowest numbered link is link1. Thus t = 1
contributes one effective hop only for x(2) transmission,
but not for x(1) transmission.
 Similarly, t = 2 contributes one effective hop for x(2)
transmission, but not for x(1).
 At t = 3, x(3) and x(2) are simultaneously transmitted
at link1 and link3 respectively. Because the lowest
numbered link is link1, t = 3 contributes one effective
hop only for x(3) transmission, but not for x(2).
 Similarly t = 4 is counted as one effective hopping time
for x(3), but not for x(2).
Therefore, although x(2) goes through all 4 hops to reach
the destination, only t = 1 and t = 2 are counted as its
effective hopping times, or the number of effective hops for
x(2) transmission is 2. This leads to the following rule as:
Effective hopping rule: at any time slot ‘t’, if multiple
data packets are transmitted simultaneously, the time slot is
only counted as one effective hopping time for the packet
transmitted at the lowest numbered link.
In the proposed buffer-aided network coding scheme, be-
cause different simultaneous link transmissions may be se-
lected at different time slots, different data packets have
different numbers of effective hops and the average data rate
is obtained as
R(buer code) =
1
n
 rt; (43)
where n is the average number of effective hops to transmit
one data packet.
B. Trellis diagram to obtain n
Below we use the trellis diagram to analyze average
number of effective hops n. In the proposed N -hop relay
scheme, for any data packet, it must go through all links
(link1;    ; linkN ) consecutively to reach the destination. We
suppose that at time slot t, a packet needs to go through
linkn. There exist several possible link selections to make
this happen: either only linkn is selected, or linkn is selected
simultaneously with other links. On the other hand, the link
selections only depend on the buffer states at time slot t, but
not on other packet transmissions. With this observation, we
describe an N -stage trellis diagram to represent all possible
link selections for one packet transmission, as is illustrated
in Fig. 5 for the 4-hop network. Every stage contains a set
of nodes, where every node corresponds to one possible link
selection to pass through the corresponding link.
Trellis nodes at adjacent stages are inter-connected, forming
‘paths’ from stage 1 to N . The total number of paths is given
by
Np = N
(1)
t     N (N)t (44)
where N (n)t is the number of trellis nodes at stage n. Every
path corresponds to one combination of link selections for a
packet passing through the network.
Supposing that the kth path consists of nk-th trellis node at
the n-th stage, the k-th path is represented as
pathk =
n
sel(1k);    ; sel(Nk)
o
; k = 1;    ; Np; (45)
where sel(nk) is defined in (33) which is the nk-th link
selection for a packet passing through linkn.
In order to obtain the number of effective hops for the
k-th path, we define a binary function H

sel(nk)

. If
H

sel(nk)

= 1, then the corresponding transmission at stage
8i contributes one effective hop; otherwise if H

sel(nk)

= 0,
no effective hop is contributed at this stage. From the effective
hopping rule, we understand that a time slot is counted as one
effective hopping time for a packet, only if there are no other
packets are transmitting simultaneously at lower numbered
links. Thus we have
H

sel(nk)

=
8<: 1; L

sel(nk)

< i
0; L

sel(nk)

= i
(46)
where L

sel(nk)

gives the index of the first ‘1’ in the
selection vector sel(nk).
Then number of effective hops for pathk is then given by
Ne(pathk) =
NX
n=1
H

sel(nk)

(47)
On the other hand, the probability to choose pathk is given
by
P (pathk) =
NY
n=1
P

sel(nk)

; (48)
where P

sel
(nk)
i

is the probability to select sel(nk) which
is given by
P

sel(nk)

=
(L+1)N 1X
i=1
i  P

sel
(nk)
i

(49)
where P

sel
(nk)
i

is the probability to select sel(nk) at state
si which is given by (38).
Then from (47) and (48), the average number of effective
hops is obtained by averaging over all pathes in the trellis as
n =
NpX
k=1
Ne(pathk)  P (pathk) (50)
Substituting (50) into (43) gives the average data rate as
R(buer code) =
1PNp
k=1Ne(pathk)  P (pathk)
 rt; (51)
C. An illustration of the hopping trellis diagram for the 4-hop
relay network
Fig. 5 shows the hopping trellis diagram for the 4-hop relay
network, where there are 4 stages (or columns) corresponding
to a packet passing through link1 to link4 respectively. At
stage 1, there are 3 nodes corresponding to 3 selection vectors,
namely [1 0 0 0], [1 0 1 0] and [1 0 0 1] respectively. We note
that the first element of all of the three vectors at stage 1 is 1.
Therefore, for a packet to go through link1, it must correspond
to one of these selection vectors. Similarly, there are 2, 2 and
3 trellis nodes at stage 2, 3 and 4 respectively.
It is clear in Fig. 5 that there are 3223 = 36 paths for
the 4-hop relay network, where each path corresponds to one
combination of link selections for a packet passing through
the network. For example, the k-th path, which is highlighted
with red, is represented as
Fig. 5. Hopping trellis diagram for the 4-hop relay network.
n
sel(1k); sel(2k); sel(3k); sel(4k)
o
= f [1 0 0 1]; [0 1 0 0]; [1 0 1 0]; [1 0 0 1] g ;
(52)
which corresponds to the combination of selections as
link1+4, link2, link1+3 and link1+4 consecutively.
Table I lists the effective hops at every stage for the path
in (52). Particularly, at stage 1, sel(1k) = [1 0 0 1] which is
the link selection for the first hop for this path. It is clear that
the index of the first ‘1’ is L

sel(1k)

= 1 which is equal
to the hop index (or the first hop). Thus sel(1k) contributes
one effective hop for this path, or we have H

sel(1k)

= 1.
On the other hand, at stage 4, although sel(4k) = sel(1k) =
[1 0 0 1], sel(4k) does not contribute one effective hop for this
path. This is because that, for sel(4k), the hop index is now 4
which is not equal to the index of the first ‘1’ (which is still
1).
TABLE I
EFFECTIVE HOPS FOR THE PATH IN (52)
sel(nk) [1 0 0 1] [0 1 0 0] [1 0 1 0] [1 0 0 1]
n 1 2 3 4
L

sel(nk)

1 2 1 1
H

sel(nk)

1 1 0 0
Then from (47), the number of effective hops for the path
in (52) is given by
PN
n=1H

sel(nk)

= 1 + 1 + 0 + 0 = 2.
The probability to choose this packet is given by
P (pathk) = P ([1 0 0 1]) P ([0 1 0 0]) P ([1 0 1 0]) P ([1 0 0 1])
(53)
VI. AVERAGE PACKET DELAY
The delay of a packet in the N -hop network is defined
as the duration between the time when the packet leaves the
source and the time when it arrives the destination. In the non-
buffer-aided schemes (e.g. the traditional or network-coding
based scheme), when a packet reaches one node, it will be
immediately forwarded to the next node at the following time
slot, so that the delay for every packet is N time slots. On
the other hand, in the buffer-aided scheme, because the data
packets may queue at the relay nodes, the packet delay also
includes the queuing time. We particularly note that the packet
delay is different from the number of effective hops, where the
latter does not take into account of the queueing times at the
relays.
9Because it takes one time slot to transmit a packet from the
source to R1, the average packet delay in the network is given
by
D(buer code) = 1 +
N 1X
k=1
Dk; (54)
where Dk is the average delay at relay Rk.
Using Little’s law [22], the average delay at node i can be
obtained as
Dk =
Lk
k
; k = 1;    ; N (55)
where Lk and k are the average queuing length and average
throughput at node Rk respectively.
Because all nodes are connected in series, the average
throughput at every node is the same, which is equal to the
system average throughput as
k = 
(buer code); k = 1;    ; N (56)
where (buer code) is given by (26).
On the other hand, the average queuing length at relay Rk is
obtained by averaging the buffer lengths over all buffer states
as
Lk =
(L+1)N 1X
l=1
l	l(Qk); k = 1;    ; N (57)
where we recall that 	l(Qk) gives the number of packets (or
the buffer length) of buffer Qk at state sl.
Substituting (56) and (57) into (55), and further into (54),
gives the proposed average packet delay in the buffer-aided
network-coding scheme as
D(buer code) = 1 +
P(L+1)N 1
l=1
PN 1
k=1 l	l(Qk)
(buer code)
: (58)
It is interesting to compare the average packet delays of the
two buffer-aided schemes: the max-link and proposed schemes
respectively. On the one hand, the proposed scheme has higher
throughput than the max-link scheme, or (buer code) >
(max link). On the other hand, because of the simultaneous
data transmission in the proposed scheme, the data packets
move more quickly through the system, resulting in shorter
queuing lengthes at the relays, than the max-link scheme. From
the Little law (as is shown in (55)), the average packet delay
of the proposed scheme is significantly smaller than that of
the max-link scheme.
VII. SIMULATION
In this section, numerical results are shown to verify the pro-
posed scheme in this paper. In all simulations, the transmission
powers and the noise powers are normalized to unity, the trans-
mission rates are set as rt = 1, all channels are i.i.d. Rayleigh
fading, and the channel coefficients remains unchanged during
one hopping time slot but vary independently from one time
slot to another. Both the simulation and theoretical results are
shown, where the simulation results are obtained by averaging
over 100; 000 independent runs. Other parameters including
the buffer size and number of hops are set individually for
every simulation.
A. Average system throughput
Fig. 6 (a) and (b) shows outage probability and average
data rate for consecutive-hopping, max-link, network-coding,
and buffer-aided network-coding schemes in the 5-hop relay
network respectively. First, for the proposed scheme, the
simulations well match the theoretical results for both the
outage probability and data rate, which verifies the analysis
in this paper. It is interesting to observe in Fig. 6 (a) that the
proposed and traditional max-link schemes have similar outage
performance. This is not surprising because both proposed
and max-link are buffer-aided schemes, where the outage
occurs only when all of the available links are in outage.
Fig. 6 (a) also shows that buffer-aided schemes (including
both the proposed and traditional max-link schemes) have the
best outage performance, while the network-coding scheme
has even has worse outage probability than the consecutive-
hopping scheme. On the other hand, it is shown in Fig. 6
(b) that the network-coding scheme has the highest data rate
(0:5 packet/time-slot), while both the consecutive-hopping and
max-link schemes have the lowest data rate (0:2 packet/time-
slot). It is interesting to observe that the proposed scheme has
similar data rate as the consecutive-hopping scheme at low
SNR range. But when the SNR is high enough, the data rate of
the proposed scheme approaches to that of the network-coding
scheme. Combining Fig. 6 (a) and (b), it is well expected that
the proposed scheme must have the highest throughput among
all schemes. This will be verified in the following simulation.
%beginfigure[htbp]
Fig. 7 (a) and (b) shows the average throughput for different
schemes in the 5-hop and 3-hop relay networks respectively,
where in both the max-link and proposed schemes, the buffer
sizes for the 3-hop and 5-hop network are set as L = 3 and
L = 4 respectively. In Fig. 7, the simulations also perfect
matches the theoretical results for the proposed scheme. As
is expected, in both 3-/5- hop networks, the network-coding
scheme can achieve the maximum throughput of 1=2 at high
SNRs (e.g. SNR >20 dB), but it has lower throughput than
the consecutive-hopping scheme for small SNRs. The reason is
shown in Fig. 6 that, compared with the consecutive-hopping
scheme with data rate of R = 1=N , though the network-
coding scheme increases the data rate to R = 1=2, it also
increases the outage probability. For the max-link scheme, it
significantly increases the throughput at low SNRs, but has
the same throughput of 1=N as the traditional scheme at
high SNRs, where the reason is also shown in Fig. 6. This
verifies the our expectation that the network-coding and max-
link schemes improve the throughput at high SNRs and low
SNRs respectively.
On the other hand, it is clearly shown in Fig. 7 that the
proposed buffer-aided network-coding scheme takes advantage
of both network-coding and max-link schemes, leading to
significantly improvement in throughput at all SNR ranges.
Particularly, when the SNR is large enough, the proposed
scheme has the same maximum throughput of 1=2 as the
network-coding scheme.
Fig. 8 compares the average throughput vs the buffer size
L between the max-link and proposed schemes for the 3-hop
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Fig. 6. Outage probability and average data rate for consecutive-hopping,
max-link, network-coding, and buffer-aided network-coding schemes in the
5-hop relay network.
relay network. It is clearly shown that, for every buffer size L,
the proposed scheme always has higher throughput than the
max-link scheme, where the former can reach the date rate
of 1=2 and the latter can only reach 1=3 when the SNR is
very large. In both schemes, the average throughput becomes
higher with larger buffer size, but the improvement becomes
less significant when the buffer size is larger. For example, the
throughput difference between those for L = 10 and L = 5 is
trivial in both schemes.
B. Average packet delay
This simulation investigates the average packet delay. The
unit of the delays is “time slot”, where one time slot is
used for a packet transmitting from one node to the next.
Table II compares the theoretical analysis (based on (58))
and simulation results of the proposed buffer-aided network-
coding scheme for both 3-hop and 5-hop network, where the
channel SNR is set as 15 dB. It is clearly shown that, in
both networks, the theoretical analysis very well matches the
simulation results. Together with the results in Fig. 8, we
obtain that it is not necessary to have a very large buffer size L
as otherwise it not only has little improvement in throughput
but also unnecessarily increases the average packet delay.
Table III compares average packet delays between the max-
link and proposed schemes for the 3-hop relay network. It is
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Fig. 7. Throughput comparison among traditional, network-coding, max-link
and buffer-aided network-coding schemes.
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Fig. 8. Throughput vs buffer length L, for the max-link and buffer-
aided network-coding schemes in the 3-hop relay network.
clearly shown that, while both schemes have larger average
packet delays with larger buffer size L, the max-link scheme
has approximately 50% larger average packet delay than
the proposed scheme. This well matches our expectation in
Section VI.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel buffer-aided network-
coding link selection scheme for the N -hop relay network.
The proposed scheme applied buffers at the relays to decrease
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TABLE II
AVERAGE PACKET DELAYS OF THE BUFFER-AIDED NETWORK-CODING
SCHEME
3-hop Average Delay 5-hop Average Delay
Buffer size Simulation Theory Simulation Theory
L=1 3.09 3.09 5.28 5.30
L=3 7.15 7.18 13.82 13.62
L=5 11.28 11.30 21.78 21.95
TABLE III
AVERAGE PACKET DELAYS COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MAX-LINK AND
PROPOSED SCHEME IN THE 3-HOP NETWORK.
Channel SNR 3-hop Schemes L=5 L=10 L=20
10 dB Proposed 13.10 24.07 45.86Max-link 18.37 33.53 62.51
20 dB Proposed 12.12 22.22 42.42Max-link 17.49 32.63 61.28
the outage, and used network-coding to increase the data rate.
As a result, the throughput at all SNR ranges is increased. We
described new analysis tools to analyze the outage probability
and average data rate, based on which the average throughput
of the proposed scheme was successfully obtained. We also
analyzed the average packet delay. The analysis shows that,
the proposed scheme not only has higher throughput, but also
lower average packet delay, than the existing buffer-aided max-
link scheme, making it an attractive approach in the multi-hop
network.
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